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PHYSICAL 22 JSYCHCLOGICAL 3M5 OP

EXPRESSION

THE OBJECTIVE

EIX'ROVISATICH

GRGUP FEELIIIG - COHTACT

PHYSICAL a; l'SYGHODGGICAL mEAizs 0F EXH‘ESSIOM

The aim of our work lo to merge our body with our

spirit - our phyeical body and our psychological means. We

are always trying; to get the idea thet because we move our

body we have a certain psychological effect. and the opposite ~

if we have a certain psychological experience. we have at

the some time a desire to move our body. and express this

psychological condition. This is one of the principles of

our’ Method. and We shall try some exercises to develop this

ability to have our psychology as bodily expression. and to

have bodily expression as our psychology. 50 that those two

waves ~ bodily and psychologieeg. never: — will merge together

and become one wave.

T1115 OBJECTIVE:

This is another thing for which we must use our

whole bodice. The objective must live in every part of us:

we must fill our bodies with the objective. If the body is

not alive on the stage. if the hands and arms and logs are

not alive, why must they be ehorm? There are the kinds of

actors. one who has so many things inside him that the audience

cannot follow him. because he is too inward - the other is so

outward that the audience is unsatisfied. because there is
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no eontehtf‘ These are two extremes. but we must take the

same objective with the'gfiglg being. the EhElE body.

There are some enemies of the actor. anu one of

them is to make us stiff fit the moment when we concentrate

on something. He knew this enemy and we must elueye re-

member to sendhim away. When we are coucentreted on something.

and we have taken eho objective. the eneuy tries to make us

stiff, but we must be quite free. Be sure that although

your whole body is lensing for the action of the objective.

you are quite free.

walk ahaut before you fulfil the objective. to be

quite sure that you are free in your body. but keep the ob—

Jective. It must be an unbroken line; flew dance. but have

the name objective with free body. Have the objective un-

fulfilled but living Lu you. When it is fulfilled then you

feel quite differently - iu every sense of the word your body

is quite differenfi whee you have fulfilled the objective and

your psychology a3 wcli. If. for the whole day, I am waiting

to meet my friend in the evening I am doing everything —

speaking. walking. talking. etc.. but the meeting with my

friend site really everywhere in me. I am waiting for him

with every part of my body. but I am not getting stiff and when

I meet my friend, then I experience a different feeling both

yeychologieally and bodily. My body and my epigij are quite

different. and this is the same on the stage.

We knew that sometimes when twa people meet each
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other and greet each ethane there in a certain reaction in

the body and in the spirit - reaction. Ae actors we must do

consciously what in our daily lives we do eubconociouely.

In our school work we meet consciously make th£e_roaotion

after we have fulfilled the objective. Be sure when you

have filfilled your objective - there is nothing more to do.

Let us take the econo when Imelet seyec ”I loved

thee notg" Take the objective. a very flnogeychologioal ob-

jective. but try to experience and apply the same technique.

Thc objective in to let her (Ophelia) know that I do not love

her: a purely psychological objective. "I do not want to hurt.“

and a very fine one but take it with your whole body. This

in the whole secret; primitive or psychological objectives

must be taken by the whole body. Speak out of your whole

body when fulfilling the objective.

You must be quite sure that your whole body in

filled with this kind of activity which Stcnloleveky cells

the objective. Your whole body must be speaking. streaming.

oondihg out thin kind of activity. Leave the objective.

Drop it. new teko it agein with your whole being. When you

fulfil your objective. you must be aware of the grout difference

in your whole artistic being. To have on objective or not

to have it - two different poroeno. When thle difference

becomes quite clear to us we will be able to take the objective

and fulfil it, but when we are vague about it we are not

actually able to fulfil it because we are floundering. Some-
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timoe‘it in poeeible to know which part of you: body in

dead.

Being inspired by the objective which fills your

whole being. take the poeition which would he most suitable

for this scene. Hover move on the etego out of nothing,

always move out of something - that is the most precious

thing on the stage; bow drop the objective, and be quite

aware of the difference.

V flow go back to the first eiercéeo of staccato and

logetto, trying to fill your whole body with this kind of

activity which we call etaceatb.‘ out of this eteeeato psycho-

logy. try to move and by moving try to create the psychology

of Shakespeare. new change at once to legetto;4

ImyRGVIsATzon:'

Let us improvise a econe on a certain theme which

we have had before. Try to improvise on the theme. and you

will get certain tasks. Imprevieo by trying to incorporate

these taekel The theme in that of "The Robbers.“ You will

have certain hints. but you muet be qfiito free: they must

lead you and. therefore. the whole eketch must appear before

us as one organic thing.' (A) We will divide it into three

parts: the first part will bo‘a very short one - expectation,

preparation. and accumulation of power for the coming aetionu

the second part is a very big one when they receive their

guests. feel them and rob them; the third part is short - it
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is the fight.

The stage must be full of radiation without your

presence - the result of your action. When you leave the

stage we will imagine that the curtain does not drop donn,

and we must imagine the empty stage and the radiation cf it

to the audience, because you have accumulated many powers

on the stage. we will divide the second part into the entrance.

then the pious atmosphere. than the transition to the gay

atmosphere, and the climax with tho orgy. (B).

(A) l Entrance Sleep ~ fiqht \ Pause

1. 2. fl 3.

(B) Entrance Eious Sloan

GRUB? FEELIHG : CGHTACT: .

it ie'important, in our method, that our body and

our spirit are always merging. just so it is important for

us to develop a special kind of group feeling. ensemble

feeling, contact. because in our profession as actors we are

compelled to create always together as a group. We cannot

be like other artists who are able to sit homo and write

books or paint pictures, we are always together and all our

mistakes. and all the stages in our creative preceas. are

obvious to everyone.

There is only one way to oscapc the many difficulties

which arise during improvisations when we are not able to

prepare our part. but must go on and act - the only way is
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to develop a very strong group feeling. In that way every-

body is helping everyone. and everyone feels the stage in

which the other person is in. Everyone is insyirod, we_are

inspiring each other. and we are one whole group, no that it

muet give us a certain substitution for the possibility of

working alone - absolutely the whole world for ourselves as

for instance the playwright. when he in writing, ho is the

whole world for himself. We must create and get the same

feeling that the whole world is for the whole group. Let

us do an exercise for contact.

Contact is again the question of the inner payche-

logicel technique; it has nothing to do with floundering or

sentimentality. it is psychological; an inner technique. and

quite a definite one which can he learned. For example. eeke

some inner gestures which will help us to find each other

as members of one big group. Open your hearts towards each

other; without sentimentality but with u real concrete psycho-

logical geeturo of opening the heart. Everyone is invited

into your heart without eentimentelity. without fear. simply

invite each person to enter into your heart: a technical thing.

Then try to apply the feeling of the whole which we

have exercises; through this feeling embrace the whole group

as it is here at the present time. Try to escape a certain

kind of otiffneeo which will come. Open your hearts, and with

the feeling of the whole take the whole group ~ without any

tension, either psychological or physical. Then try to realize
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the feet that, “I on present here". so that while having the

group feeling we will not lose our individuality. Quite tho

opposite. we have to increase it. I am here. I am a strong

person and therefore I am able to open my heart and invite

everyone to enter becauoo I am strong enough as an individual.

Everyone must say to himself, I as present. I am strong enough

to open my heart.

now. without giving any sign to each other. out

of this free connection as a group. please do some quite

primitive things. trying to get the understanding of what

the whole group wants to do; without any special signalu, sim-

ply through this group feeling. First sit down and then got

up. simply guoeuing when the group wants to sit down and

when it wants to get up. Don't be afraid to open your heart

becauee you are an individual — a group of strong “I amet-

fiov add to this different tempos. how walk about, sit down,

got up, and speak by whiepering.

The meaning of this exercise is to develop a cer-

tain ability to be individual and to be attentive enough to

each other and to develop such sensitivoneou so that being

on the etago we will never not without thin. We will not act

in our individual wuyo - this will never happen if we have

awakened this feeling that we are creating together, we will

inspire each other. The danger of course is to hypnotizo

or read each other's thoughts: this we deny absolutely bo~

cause it has nothing to do with art. It must be developed
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in quite a sound way; or course there are some who start the

things and others follow. and this in what we are aiming

at: to develop our noneoa so finely that each hint given by

our iriondu must be an impulse for us to do something.

A certain eonsitivenoes will come and we will gucsu

some things even before we see then. This is paasiblo and

douirable to a normal degree. but the moment it goes beyond

that and becomoa hypnotiem. we deny it. It is not our way.

The aim of our method is to take our natures and recreate

them. than we will be able to ac; quite freely. Let us do

the actor'n march.


